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Abstract 

 
Recently, algebraic attacks on cryptosystems as a method that tries to solve a 

system of multivariate polynomial equations, has gained a lot of attention. In this 
approach, we must do two phases, one phase is to find a system of multivariate 
polynomial equations and second phase is to solve the system of equations. There 
are many methods for solving a system of multivariate polynomial equations, such 
as XL and Gröbner basis algorithms, but these algorithms have a high complexity 
for a system with many numbers of variables and equations. On the other hand, 
usually the system of equations, obtained from a cryptosystems, has a high total 
degree. So one way for reducing the complexity of solving such a system by 
current algorithms is reducing the total degree of the system and one way for 
reducing the total degree of the system can be guessing some unknowns in the 
system. As a contribution, we consider the effect of guessing some unknowns 
within reducing the total degree of the system of multivariate polynomial 
equations on the complexity of solving the system by XL and Gröbner basis 
algorithms. 
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1 Introduction 
 
It is obvious that any cryptosystem can be described as a multivariate system 

of nonlinear equations over GF(2). However this does not mean that the 
cryptosystem is vulnerable. Worth mentioning that during the last decade 
algebraic cryptanalysis has been applied to public key cryptosystems, notably the 
Matsumoto-Imai cryptosystem [1] and to the primary version of HFE 
cryptosystem [2]. 

Unlike linear and differential cryptanalysis, the security of cryptosystem 
against algebraic cryptanalysis does not increase exponentially with increasing 
number of rounds. The question now is to determine what criteria are required to 
design a proper cryptosystem from a cryptographer's point of view. Such criteria 
must undoubtedly evolve with the evolution of various cryptanalysis methods. 

Once algebraic cryptanalysis attracted the attention of cryptographers, several 
methods were proposed to develop and generalize the linearization of multivariate 
system of nonlinear equations. While algebraic cryptanalysis based on 
linearization was successful against stream ciphers, they did not manifest many 
successes against block ciphers like AES and Serpent. Generalizing and 
improving methods based on linearization are among solutions proposed for this 
issue, of which the XL [3] and XSL [4] algorithms are considered as examples. 

As the studies indicate, the XL algorithm is not as efficient as expected. On 
the other hand, the accuracy and precision of the XSL algorithm are not confirmed 
by the scientific community. 

So we are in need for better systematic algorithms. Gröbner bases are 
validated tools for solving multivariate polynomial equations and, as a model, 
may replace XL and XSL heuristic algorithms. 

The construction of the paper is as follows: 
The second section deals with the definitions and notations used in this paper. 

In section 3 and 4 we introduce XL algorithm and Gröbner basis algorithms 
respectively. In section 5, we consider the relation between guess and determine 
attack and algebraic attack. In section 6 we state the conclusion. 

 
 
2. Definitions and Notations 
 
Definition 1 The monomial n

nxx αα K1
1  is shown with αx , 

where ),( 1 nxxx K=  and ),( 1 nααα K= therefore, any polynomial such as )(xf  
belonging to ],[ 1 nxxK K  (the polynomial ring defined on the field K ) can be 
depicted as follows: 

Kcxcxf ∈= ∑ α
α

α
α :)(                   (1) 

If ),( 1 nααα K=  then nααα ++= K1  is called the degree of 
monomial αx . Also )( fT  is considered the set of all monomials of f . 
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Definition 2 Let K  be a field and mff ,,1 K  ],[ 1 nxxK K∈ , by definition 

[5]: 
}1:0),,(,|),,{(),( 111 miaafKaaaffV niinm ≤≤=∈= KKK     (2) 

 ),( 1 mffV K is called the variety of },{ 1 mff K . 
Definition 3 The subset I  of ],[ 1 nxxK K  is called ideal if [5]: 
1) IgfIgf ∈+∈∀ :,  
2) IhffhIfxxKh n ∈⋅=⋅∈∈∀ :],,[ 1 K  
The leading terms of polynomials are particularly important in the context of 

Gröbner bases. Therefore, we define order relation for the set of all monomials of 
the ring ],[ 1 nxxK K . Various orders may be defined. In this paper, we define one 
of such order relations, called the lexicographical order. We use this order for 
comparing the algorithms. 

Definition 4 (lexicographical order) Let ),( 1 nααα K=  and 
),( 1 nβββ K=  belong to nZ 0≥ . Then βα lex>  (read α under the lexicographical 

order is greater thanβ ) when the first nonzero element from left is positive in the 
difference vector βα − . Also, βα xx lex>  when βα lex>  [5]. 

Definition 5 (leading term of a polynomial) Let Kcxcxf ∈=∑ α
α

α
α :)( is 

non-zero and "">  is the order relation defined for the monomials of the 
polynomial )(xf . The greatest monomial in the polynomial above, according to 
the order relation ""> , is called the leading monomial for the polynomial f and is 
represented with )( fLM . The coefficient of the leading monomial is represented 
with )( fLC  and called the leading coefficient. The term containing the leading 
coefficient and leading monomial is called the leading term, represented with 

)()()( fLMfLCfLT ⋅=  [5]. 
Definition 6 (Division algorithm for multivariate divisors) Consider the 

order ""> . Let },{ 1 mffF K=  be an ordered set of polynomials according to the 
order relation "">  for the leading terms of polynomials. Thus, any polynomial 

],[ 1 nxxKf K∈  can be written as rfafaf mm +++= K11  where 
],[, 1 ni xxKra K∈  and 0=r  or contains monomials, none of which is divided 

by mifLM i ,...,1:)( =∀ . r  is called the residue of dividing f  by F [5]. 
As it can be observed, the order plays an important role in this algorithm. For 

various orders, various residues may be obtained. Subsequently, we shall 
demonstrate that if },{ 1 mffF K=  be a Gröbner basis, the residue will be unique 
for any given order relation. 

 
 
3. Description of XL algorithm 
 
Here we recall the description of XL algorithm introduced in [3]. 
Let k be a finite field, and let A be a system of multivariate equations   
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mjl j ≤≤= 1;0   where each jl  is the multivariate polynomial 

jnj bxxf −),...,( 1  for  ],...,[:][ 1 nj xxkxkf =∈  and kb j ∈ . 
We assume that a system of equation A has a unique 

solution n
nn kaaxx ∈= ),...,(),...,( 11 . 

We say that the equations of the form 0*
1

=∏
=

r

j
jji lx  are of type lx r , and we 

call lx r  the set of all these equations. We also denote by rx  the set of all 

monomials of degree exactly r, ∏
=

r

j
jix

1

. Let N be the set of positive integers 

and ND∈ . We consider all the polynomials ∏
=

r

j
jji lx

1

*  of total degree ≤  D 

and let DΓ  be the linear space spanned by these polynomials. Then, DΓ  is the 
linear space spanned by all the lx r  with 10 −≤≤ Dr and total degree ≤  D. 
Moreover Γ⊂ΓD , where Γ  is the ideal generated by il ’s. 

XL algorithm is given as an algorithm which solves systems of quadratic 
equations having the unique solution in nk . It is described as follows [3]: 

Definition 1.  XL algorithm is described as follows. 

1. Multiply: Generate all the products D

r

j
jji lx Γ∈∏

=1

*   with 2−≤ Dr  

and total degree ≤  D. 
2.  Linearize: Consider each monomial in the ix of degree ≤  D as a new 

variable and perform Gaussian elimination on the equations obtained in 1. The 
ordering on the monomials must be such that all the terms containing one 
variable (say 1x ) are eliminated last. 

3. Solve: Assume that step 2 yields at least one univariate equation in the 
powers of 1x . Solve this equation over the finite fields (e.g., with Berlekamp’s 
algorithm). 

4. Repeat: Simplify the equations and repeat the process to find the values 
of the other variables. 

In the original definition of XL in [3], only quadratic equations are treated. 
There is no reason to restrict our interest to a system of quadratic equations. But to 
deal a system of equations including a non-quadratic equation, we have to replace 
D ¡ 2 to D ¡ 1 in the above description. In our discussion hereafter, we change the 
value D - 2 to D - 1 in order to work in general case. Note that this change does 
not contradict to the original XL setting when a system of equations consists of 
quadratic equations. 

 
The complexity of XL algorithm is about wT in which 7log2≈w  and  

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
≈⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
= ∑

= D
n

i
n

T
D

i 0  
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4.Gröbner bases 
 
The idea of Gröbner bases was first proposed to study the membership of a 

polynomial in the ideal of polynomial ring. Let the ideal I  be generated by 
},,{ 1 mggG K=  where migi ≤≤1:  are polynomials. G  is called the Gröbner 

basis for ideal I  if the residue of dividing any ideal member, say If ∈ , by the 
set G is zero [5]. 

In other words: 

0:)(
*

G
fGIf →∈∀      (3) 

0
*

G
f →  represents the complete division of f  by G  (where the division 

algorithm stops) with the residue zero. 
Proposition 1 Let },,{ 1 mggG K=  where migi ≤≤1:  are polynomials. 

G  is a Gröbner basis for ideal I , iff [5]: 
)(,),()( 1 mgLTgLTILT K=    (4) 

Where }:)({)( IffLTILT ∈=  and )(ILT  denote the ideal generated by 
the leading terms of the elements in I . 

Proof: see [5]. 
According to the proposition 1, the following definition may be used as the 

equivalent definition of Gröbner basis: 
GgLTgLTILT m ⇔= )(,),()( 1 K  is a Gröbner basis for ideal I . 

It must be noted that proposition1 does not provide a practical criterion for 
Gröbner bases computation. Since verifying the correctness of the (4) is 
impossible in the case of infinite polynomial ring ],[ 1 nxxK K , where an infinite 
number of operations must be performed. Therefore, we must seek an equivalent 
condition comprising finite number of computations. Hence we express 
proposition 2 proposed by Buchberger. The proof is given in [6]. 

Proposition 2 (Buchberger criterion) G  is a Gröbner basis for ideal I , iff 
for every mji ≤<≤1  the following assertion holds [6]: 

0
)()(

:),(
*

Gj
j

i
i

ji g
gLM

Xg
gLM

XggSpol →−=
γγ

  (5) 

Where ))(),(( ji gLTgLTlcmX =γ  ( lcm : least common multiple of two terms) 
and ),( ji ggSpol  is called the s-polynomial generated by polynomials ig  
and jg . 

Let G  do not fulfill the Buchberger criterion, that is, i and j are found such 
that the corresponding s-polynomial is not reduced to zero byG . The algorithm 
below shows how for the ideal generated byG , )(GI , (which is not a Gröbner 
basis)G  can be converted to a Gröbner basis for the ideal )(GI . 

Algorithm 1 (Buchberger algorithm) In this algorithm, the Buchberger 
criterion is checked for generator polynomials. If residues of s-polynomials by G   
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were not reduced to zero, these residues are added to G  as new polynomials. 
Thus G is converted toG′ . So, the ideal generated byG , that is )(GI , equals the 
ideal generated by G′ .The algorithm is as follows [6]: 

1) Algorithm input: the set of polynomials of G that generates the 
ideal )(GI . 

2) For every two polynomials ig  and jg as members ofG , compute the 
corresponding s-polynomial: 

))(),((

)()(
),(

ji

j
j

i
i

ji

gLTgLTlcmX

g
gLM

Xg
gLM

XggSpol

=

−=

γ

γγ

    (6) 

3) Compute the residue of these s-polynomials reduced byG : 
G

ji ggSpols
_______________

),(=      (7) 
4) If s do not become zero, it is added to G  as a new polynomial: 

}{sGG ∪=′      (8) 
5) Set GG ′=  and repeat 2 through 4 until }{s  becomes void. The output, 

that isG , is then a Gröbner basis. 
Algorithm 2 (improved Buchberger algorithm) Any Gröbner basis 

computing algorithm for an ideal can be divided into two major parts: 
In the first part, called the selection strategy, some of the existing 

s-polynomials, are selected and enter the second part according to the strategy. In 
the improved Buchberger algorithm, the s-polynomials are selected and enter the 
next part according to the degree at which the basis is computed. Thus, the degree 
of each s-polynomial is computed as γX  from the two polynomials ig  and jg  

which make up the s-polynomial ))(),(( ji gLTgLTlcmX =γ  [5]. We compute the 
Gröbner basis in degrees that is we start to compute the Gröbner basis from 
degree 1; selecting those s-polynomials with degree 1 and compute the 
corresponding Gröbner basis. In the next step, by entering the Gröbner basis of 
degree 1, we select those s-polynomials with degree 2 and compute the 
corresponding Gröbner basis. Thus, the s-polynomials are computed with 
increasing degrees. 

 
 
5.Guess-and-Determine attack and Algebraic attack 
 
In this section, we consider the relation between Guess-and-Determine attack 

and Algebraic attack. As we know, Guess-and-Determine attack tries to find 
unknowns in a cryptosystem by guessing some of them and obtaining another 
using guessed unknowns. In fact, this method by guessing some unknowns make a 
simple ( as simple as possible) system of multivariate polynomial equation and 
then tries to solve it (find another unknowns) with less complexity than guessing 
those variables. So in the method, the unknowns and the number of unknowns 
will be guessed are of the most important parameters in the successfulness of  
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Guess-and-Determine attack.  

As we mentioned in the previous sections, algebraic attack at first tries to find 
a system of multivariate polynomial equations and then tries to solve it using 
existed method such as XL algorithm or Gröbner  basis techniques. So the 
second part of Guess-and-Determine attack and Algebraic attack is the same. Both 
of them try to solve a system of multivariate polynomial equations that is obtained 
from the cryptosystem. So we can use the methods for solving such a system in 
the second part of Guess-and-Determine attack. But this not the main purpose of 
our paper. In fact we do not want to use algebraic attack to improve the 
complexity of Guess-and-Determine attack. On the other words, we want to do 
conversely. We want to improve the second part’s complexity of algebraic attack 
by using Guess-and-Determine attack. 

For the purpose, consider a system of multivariate polynomial equations with 
the following properties: (we call this system, the old system) 

n:  the number of unknowns 
m: the number of equations 
d: the total degree of system 
Now suppose that we guess c unknowns, 0< c < n, and then we have a new 

system with the following properties: (we call this system, the new system)  
n-c:  the number of unknowns 
m: the number of equations 
e: the total degree of system 
   Until now, we have two systems of multivariate polynomial equations, 

one before guessing (the old system) and another after guessing (the new system). 
At first, suppose that we want to solve the both systems by XL algorithm. Assume 
that the start number for the old and new system to be solved by XL algorithm is 
D and E respectively. So we expect the following complexity: 

Complexity of XL algorithm for solving the old system ω
ω

Dn
D
n

≈⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
≈  

Complexity of XL algorithm for solving the new system 

ω
ω

Ecc cn
E

cn
)(22 −≈⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ −
≈  

Since we aim to reduce the complexity of solving a system of multivariate 
polynomial equations by guessing some unknowns, we expect that: 

the complexity after guessing < the complexity before guessing 
nDcnEcncn DEc

22 log)(log)(2 ωωωω <−+⇒<−  
In the above relation, the left hand side of the inequality is a function of c and 

the right hand side of the inequality is independent of c. notice that E is itself a 
function of c. Indeed the above relation gives us an upper bound for c. On the 
other words, the number of unknowns which be guessed must fulfill the above 
inequality.  

Notice that the amount of E in relation to D is of the most importance. The 
lesser E in relation to D, the bigger c. But do not forget the tradeoff between E 
and c. the bigger c, the lesser E. Also notice that indeed the amount of c is not 
very important. What is important is the complexity after guessing. In fact, more  
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attempts to find a bigger c, itself may be more attempts to near the complexity 
after guessing to the complexity before guessing. Because we expect that the left 
hand side of the inequality as a function of c is an increasing function. For the 
purpose, consider the derivation of   )(log2 cnEc −+ ω with respect to c like 
below: 

2log1'12log1'1
cn

wE
cn

wE
−

−=
−
−

+  

Since we expect that E is a decreasing function with respect to c, we can 
rewrite the above equation as below: 

2log1|'|1
cn

wE
−

+  

From the above, we can conclude that the left hand side of the inequality is an 
increasing function with respect to c. 

However, one way for reducing the complexity after guessing can be the 
reduction of the total degree of the old system by guessing special unknowns. For 
the purpose, we can perform the following procedure: 

1. })deg(,:{: dmsystemoldtheofmonomialismmA ==  
2. },var:{:)( AmminiableaisxxAV ∈=  
3. Guess all variables belong to V(A) 
By performing the above procedure, we have the following relation: 
the total degree of the new system < the total degree of the old system 
e < d 
The number of guess, c, is  

|)(| AVc=  
Result: since usually the cardinal of )(AV is high and the left hand side of the 

inequality is an increasing function with respect to c, using guessing unknowns 
for reducing the total degree of the old system in the purpose of reducing the 
complexity of solving a system of multivariable polynomial equation by XL 
algorithm is not proposed.   

Until now, we consider the effect of guessing unknowns on the complexity of 
solving a system of multivariate polynomial equations by XL algorithm. But in 
follows, we want to consider the effect when we use the Gröbner  basis 
technique to solve such a system. 

For the purpose, suppose we have the old system and we guess an especial 
unknown. As we mentioned in previous section, the order plays a very important 
rule in reducing the complexity of computing a Gröbner base for a system of 
multivariate polynomial equations. What happened in the order of monomials of a 
polynomial when we guess an especial unknown? 

When we guess an especial unknown, the order of monomials of a 
polynomial may change. So the leading term of the polynomial may change. As 
we know any Gröbner basis computing algorithms (even the definition of the 
Gröbner basis) is based on the leading terms of the polynomials. Therefore, when 
we guess an especial unknown, it is possible (with high probability in 
intermediate steps of algorithm) the leading term of a polynomial in the old 
system changes and this change is only sufficient that we are not be able to predict  
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the next steps of the algorithm. 

Result: since when we guess an unknown, with high probability (almost one) 
the leading term of a polynomial will change, and also the next step of the 
algorithm will not be predictable due to the change, the effect of guessing 
unknowns on the complexity of Gröbner basis computing algorithm is not 
predictable.  

Now we show this unpredictability with an example as follows. 
 

Table 5.1 
Total 

Term 
Total 

Degree 
Total 

Time Constant Variabl
e 

11 20 1.281 z x, y 
7 20 0.359 z y, x 
11 15 2.359 y x, z 
5 15 0.078 y z, x 
7 9 0.172 x y, z 
5 9 0.031 x z, y 
11 32 1.281 ― x, y, z 

Consider the following set of polynomials in GF (2) [x, y, z]: 

G= { } 
The total running time, total degree and total term of the Gröbner basis for G 

with respect to lexicographic and graded reverse lexicographic order is shown in 
table 5.1 and 5.2 respectively. It is necessary to say that we consider the variable 
written in the Constant column as a constant through computing the Gröbner basis. 
Notice that guessing a variable is equivalent with considering it as a constant. 
Additionally, the above computation is done by Mathematica 5.1 software. 

 
Table 5.2 

Total 
Term 

Total 
Degree 

Total 
Time 

Constant Variabl
e 

3 6 0 z x, y 
2 5 0 z y, x 
3 7 0 y x, z 
3 7 0 y z, x 
2 4 0 x y, z 
2 4 0 x z, y 
3 8 0 ― x, y, z 

As we see in the above tables, when we change the constant variable, the 
order among variables and the monomial order, we reach to different amount for 
total time, total degree and total term.  

Observations: 
• The least amount for total time, total degree and total term has occurred 

in the 7th row of table 1 by guessing x and supposing z > y. 
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• The amount for total time, total degree and total term after guessing in 
7th row is less than 8th row, in which we do not guess any variable. But is not the 
same for other rows.    

• When we consider the graded reverse lexicographic order, the total time 
in all rows is the same and the total term in all rows is almost equal. 

Result: the effect of guessing unknowns on the complexity of Gröbner basis 
computing algorithm is not predictable. 

6. Conclusion 
In this paper, we considered the effect of guessing some unknowns within 

reducing the total degree of the system of multivariate polynomial equations on 
the complexity of solving the system by XL and Gröbner basis algorithms. As we 
mentioned, guessing unknowns for reducing the total degree of a system of 
multivariable polynomial equations within reducing the complexity of solving the 
system by XL algorithm is not proposed, while the effect of guessing unknowns 
on the complexity of Gröbner basis computing algorithm is not predictable. 
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